LANGUAGE & CULTURE

Bamileke belongs to the Mbam-Nkam group of Graffi languages, whose attachment to the Bantu division is still disputed. While some consider it as a Bantu or a semi-Bantu language, others prefer to include Bamileke in the Niger-Congo group. Bamileke is not an unique language. It seems that Bamileke Medumba stems from ancient Egyptian and is a root language for many other Bamileke variants.

The Bamiléké languages, which are tonal, belong to the Grasslands Bantu Group of the Broad Bantu languages. Nearly every Bamileke kindom names its own dialect as a separate language. Bamileke languages are not always mutually intelligible between bordering kingdoms.

The Bamileke are renowned for their skilled craftsmanship. Bamileke are particularly celebrated carvers in wood, ivory, and horn. Chief’s compounds are notable for their intricately carved door frames and columns. Much of the art produced by the Bamileke tribes are associated with royal ceremonies. Beadwork and masks are common in this tribe. Even the king may put on a mask for an appearance at a Kuosi celebration which is a public dance held every other year as a display of the kingdom’s wealth. Bamileke of Cameroon raise their dead to the rank of ancestors, worthy of worship and sacrifice. Special attention is reserved for ancestors-in-law and maternal grandfather and great-grandfather.

STUDYING BAMILEKE IN THE UNITED STATES

Please contact the National African Language Resource Center, or check the NALRC website at http://www.nalrc.indiana.edu/

NATIONAL AFRICAN LANGUAGE RESOURCE CENTER (NALRC)

Room 3075, Hamilton Lugar School of Global and International Studies 355 N. Eagleson Ave., Indiana University Bloomington, IN 47405 Phone: (812) 856-4199 | Email: nalrc@iu.edu Website: www.nalrc.indiana.edu
WHO SPEAKS AMILEKE?

The Bamileke is the ethnic group which is now dominant in Cameroon’s West and Northwest Provinces. Each tribe is under the guidance of a chief or fon (considered the spiritual, political, judicial and military leader, as well as the ‘Father’ of the chiefdom), but all of these groups have the same ancestors and thus share the same history, culture, and languages. The fondoms of the Bafang, Bafousam, Bandjoun, Bangangté, Bawaju, Dschang, and Mbouda are the most prominent.

The Bamileke’s settlements follow a well organized and structured pattern. Houses of family members are often grouped together, often surrounded by small fields. Men typically clear the fields, but it is mostly women that work on them. Most of the work is done with tools like machetes and hoes. Staple crops include cocoyams, groundnuts and maize.

Their traditional homes are constructed by first erecting a raffia-pole frame into four square walls. Builders then stuff the resulting holes with grass and cover the whole building with mud. The thatched roof is typically shaped into a tall cone. Nowadays, however this type of construction is mostly reserved for barns, storage buildings and gathering places for various traditional secret societies. Modern Bamileke homes are made of bricks of either sun-dried mud or of the concrete while roofs are of metal sheeting.

The Bamileke have a population of over 3,500,000 individuals. They speak a number of related languages from the Bantoid branch of the Niger–Congo language family. During the mid 17th century, the Bamileke people’s forefathers left the North to avoid being forced to convert to Islam. They migrated as far south as Foumban.

WHY SPEAK BAMILEKE?

The Bamileke are the native people of three regions of Cameroon, namely West, North-West and South-West. Bamileke are found in different traditional professions such as: artificer, farming, trade, and skilled professions too. They thus play an important role in the economic development of Cameroon.

As a visitor or resident of this area, it is vital that you speak the language in daily life. Bamiléké has been a collective term referring to a loose agglomeration of some 100 kingdoms or chiefdoms of eastern Grassfields in the Western Province of Cameroon. These kingdoms are of varying sizes but have similar cosmology, social and political structures; they speak distinct, although related, languages. Bamileke have some of Cameroon’s most prominent entrepreneurs. The Bamileke tribe is governed by a village chief who is supported by a council of elders. In the past, the chief was believed to have supernatural powers that allowed him to turn into an animal (elephant, buffalo, or leopard). The chief is responsible for the protection of his people, dispensing supreme justice, and ensuring the fertility of the crops and fields.